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INTRODUCTION
This Is a sociological bibliography In which an attempt
has been made to relate social theory to the materials com
piled. The chief purpose of this sociological bibliography
is to uncover the processes and structure of a Negro urban
community as revealed through bibliographical data.
A bibliography is important for the study of any phe
nomena. It is a research tool, and indicates the material
in the field of study. Moreover, it brings to light hidden
data which has not been annotated in the catalogues of the
average library.1 Further, the bibliography indicates or
provides a means of verifying itemsj and, when annotated,
indicates the manner in which the subject matter is treated.
Louis Wirth who has compiled an excellent bibliography
of the urban community points out some of the problems and
contributions which a bibliography is able to furnish.2
What is to be included or excluded in a sociological bibli
ography of this type, depends upon the sociological defini
tion given to each category in the basic outline In the
scheme for classification of the data. The contribution
which a bibliography makes to the study of any subject lies
■'"Pauline Young, Scientific Social Surveys and Research
(Hew York, 1939), p. ToTT —
2
Louis Wirth, "A Bibliography of the Urban Community*1
in Robert 1. Park, Ernest W. Burgess, (and) The City
(Chicago, 1925), pp. 161-63.
as much in the view-point it incorporates and the method of
3
presentation It uses, as the references it presents• ,
This sociological bibliography may serve as a reference
to source materials of a sociological nature, that have been
written about Hegroes in Atlanta, Georgia. Also, it may be
used as a guide to the study of negroes in other urban com
munities, and, will provide an index which will serve as a
guide to other aspects of the Megi?© community that can yield
results from scientific social research. In addition, it
will be helpful in organizing and finding the increasing
body of knowledge concerning the structure and processes of
Negro urban community life.
The sources consulted in the compilation of this bib
liography weres classified Indexes of periodicals and news
papers, unindexed periodicals and newspapers, catalogues of
the Atlanta University Library, Master's theses, pamphlets,
bulletins, monographs, reports, files of the Department of
Sociology of Atlanta University and rare books in the Atlanta
University Library.
Materials selected were from sources based primarily
uponj (1) those periodicals with wide circulations (2) those
existing over a long period of timej (3) those exclusively




Books listed are selected because they are rare, and
hence, cannot be found in the average library. Bulletins,
Monographs, and Reports are chosen because they are available
in the Atlanta university Library and the files of the De
partment of Sociology of Atlanta University. The unpublished
materials are the Master»s theses, and studies of the Depart
ment of Sociology of Atlanta University. However, one thesis
was done by a student at Emory University of Atlanta, which
is also included in the listing. The newspaper references
selected are national, daily, and weekly, except The_Atlanta
jndgpendenfcy the first Megro newspaper to be published in
Atlanta, and was used as a basic reference to the Atlanta
race riot of 1906.
The periodical references cover a period of fifty-four
years $ January, 1894 to June, 1948. The annotated articles
do not appear in the regular classified indexes. The in
dexed articles, newspaper references, and unpublished materi
als are not annotated, because they may be easily secured in
the Atlanta University Library. The articles found in
Bulletins, Monographs, Reports, and Books are annotated be
cause they are not easily secured as the other materials.
A few selected bibliographies are Included in this com
pilation* Other sources are the Atlanta University Publica
tions, and the research memoranda manuscripts upon which was
based Gunnar Myrdal'g study An American Dilemma .
In the development of a classificatory scheme for order
ing the source materials included in this bibliography,
4
considerable effort was mad© to derive a scheme sufficiently
flexible to be of sociological significance. Therefore, the
classification of the data had to be modified frequently as
new materials were uncovered• Then, too, the conceptual
scheme employed in this compilation was constantly reexamlned
in the light of available data. The final scheme is pre
sented below;
GLASSIFICATORY SCHEME OF BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Key Topless
The Social Setting




B B. Spatial Distribution of Population
(1) (1) Demographic trends
(2) (2) Ecology







III IH • Social organizations and Institutions
A A. Economic
(1) (1) Open associations
(2) (2) Closed associations
B B. Political
C C • Familial
D D. Iducational
(1) (1) Open associations
(2) (2) closed associations
E E. Religious
p P. Social Welfare and Recreation
(1) (1) Open associations
(2) (2) Closed associations
G G. Aesthetics and Music
H H. Race Relations
I I* Negro press
IV IV. Sjpoial Roles and Social Tyjaea
A A •"""" B'ibgFaplliical ~~ "~~ """""
B B. Autobio 0?aphieal

















VII VII. Social Planning and Reorganization
The key that is placed after each item refers to the
outline. The lower case letters (a) refer to the type of
publication; the Roman Numerals, (I), refer to the general
subject areaj the capital letters, (A), refer to the sub
division of the general subjects and, the arabic numerals,






























The Negro Community - General
• fhe Negro Community
• Intergroups Negro-white Relations
• Total Communit
a - article, (periodical)
III - Social organizations and institutions
D - Education
(2) - Closed associations
In analyzing and writing up the materials, the following
order was used;
Articles (a)
1. Author's name, surname first, followed by a period,
2. Title of article in quotation marks, followed by a
comma
6
3* Title of periodical underlined, followed by a comma.
4. Volume number In Roman capitalsj the month, date,




Whiting, Helen A. ^Curriculum Planning for Georgia
Negroes,11 Journal p f NegyoEdaoatlon, X{ October,
1941), 702?n^ r^fTT^J)^
Unpublished Materlals (b) Theses and Studies of the Depart
ment of Sociology of Atlanta Uni
versity.
1* Author's name, surname first, followed by a period,
2. Title of work in quotation marks, followed by a
period.
3. Type of study, comma, Department, comma, School,
comma, year, followed by a period.
4. Key
Example;
Adams, Daisy A* "Socio-economic Aspects of Negro Popula
tion in Southern Cities Prior to I860.11 Unpublished
Master's thesis, Department of Sociology, Atlanta
University, 1940. (b,I,B,(l),(2),A,(3),VS,A)
Newspapers (c)
1. Title of paper underlined, comma, month, date, and
year followed by a period.
2. section, colon, page number, followed by a period.
3. Key
Example;
$ January 31, 1934. XDCj6. (c,III,H,E).
7
Bulletins y Monographs and Reports (d)
1. Author's name, surname first, followed by a period.
2. Title of publication underlined, followed by a period,
3. Contributor of publication, followed by a comma, num
ber of publication followed by a period.




Bumstead, Horace. _5econdarx..gn4,-Hiflfagg.-Education in the
jhfJfhjLt
National Association for the advancement of Colored
people, Ho. II. Georgia $ Branch of the national
Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
1910. (d()
Books (e)
1. Author's name, surname first, followed by a period.
2. Title of book underlined followed by a period.
3. Name of editor or translator, (if necessary), fol
lowed by a period.
4. Number of edition (if necessary), followed by a
period.
5. Imprints place of publication, colon, publishers,
comma, date of publication, followed by a period.
6. Number of volume, if any, followed be a period.
7. Key
Examples
Richardson, dement (ed,)., ) ^_f^j_jyjj^j
the Colored Race. Vol. I. ^Montgomery• National
publishing Co., Inc., 1919. p. 137 (e,IV,A)
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Selected Bibliographies (f)
1. Written up in the form used by the compilers of the
work, and, as given in classified indexes.
Example:
Barksdale, Gaynelle. Graduate Theses of Atlanta Uni
versity 19^1-19^2. Atlanta: Atlanta University
Press, 19M
Atlanta University Publications (g)
1. Same form as that used for Bulletins, Monographs and
Reports.
Example:
Mortality Among Negroes in Cities. Atlanta University
Publication, No. I. Edited by W. E. B. Du Bois.
Atlanta: Atlanta University Press, 1896. (g,III,
F,(2)). Bibliography Included.
Form of Annotation:
Brief: few prepositions, wide use of nouns, only verbs
when necessary for sentence construction; each to include
reference to the sociological types and concepts of the basic
outline.
Example:
Brawley, Benjamin. "Atlanta Striving," Crisis. VII-IX
(May, 191*0, 27-31. (a,VI,A).
Over-all picture of the progress of Negroes in
Atlanta•
I. periodical Re...fg?_6nces {&)
A. Annotated}
1. Barnhart, Kenneth B. "SJegr© Homicides in the United
States,11 Opportunity, X(July, 1932), 212-14.
(z,V,C,H).
Discussion of the most ^murderous" cities in the
United States, total thirty, twenty-four in the
South, Memphis ranks first, Atlanta, second.
2. Bell, William Y. ttShaw Beats the Depression," .Opjpor-
tunlty, X3aX(Nov®rab@r, 1944),
History of Shaw Optical Con^any of Atlanta,
Georgia, only Negro optical store in the South.
3. Blayton, J. B. ^Are Negroes now in Business, Business
Men?" JgurnalofMeggo ^gtory, XVIII(January,
Negro Trade Week conducted in Atlanta for the im
provement of Uegro business, educational Institu
tions cooperated to make the venture a success.
4« Brawley, Benjamin G. wAtlanta Striving,® Crisis,
VXX-XX(Mayi 1914), 27-31. (a,VIsA,I,A7nin
Over-all ploture of the progress of Negroes in
Atlanta.
5. Browa, Sterling. ttThe Atlanta University Summer
Theatre,11 OjsgortmJ^* Ml(October, 1934),
308-9. (a,nT7W7T27T(2))
An educational venture of Atlanta University to
help improve the status of the Neg?© in the
theatre, by conducting its summer theatre
annually.
"Georgia Sketches,11 ghyjLgn, vx
-, 1945), 225-31. (a,m7TT),F,G,T
V,A).
Visit to Wren's nest In Atlanta by the author,
but refused admission because of being a Negro.
Another visit to a public dance hall in Atlanta,
9
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la which an analysis of the dancers was mad© in
reference to their background and the typ® of dano-
to done expressing certain emotions•
7. oarleton., lllliara G. "Ballot Revolution in Dixie,"
Hegfojagest., lV(August, 1946), 65-68. (a,m,B).
Political upheaval seen in the South as more and
more negroes go to the polls, in Atlantaj letters
published in The Atlanta Constitution are two to one
in favor of NSgFHflSagBT *
8. Carter, Eiraer A. "An Educational Merger,11
VlKJune, 1929), 173. (a,HI,D,(2)).
M®rg®r of Atlanta University, Sp©lman Seminary and
Morehouse Collage into the Atlanta university System
for sounder educational programs.
9# . «The Editor Takes a Trip South," Opporj-
^^^JiOiWb 19^6) 36-57. (aIIlD(8y)7~
An option of Atlanta University from a passer-by.
10. Chivers, Walter. "Neighborhood Union,11 OpportunJJ^, III
(June, 1925), 178-79. (asIl,BIII^^TTT~~"
Neighborhood Union organized by Negroes In Atlanta
to assist in meeting the health, recreational needs
of the community.
11. Clement, Rufus B* "The Umpact of the War upon Negro
Graduate and Professional SchoolsfM Journal of Mego
Education,.XI(July, 1943), 365-74. f&^TT^TlijBA^
How the war affected enrollment, endowment funds, and
the curricula of Negro graduate schools.
12. Cooke, Anne. KThe Atlanta University Summer Theatre,11
tajLt XIXCNbrs 1941), 331-33. (am
Organizing of the Atlanta University Summer Theatre,
in order to give students of the theatre an oppor
tunity to exercise their ability as actors under
conditions that approximate those of the legitimate
theatre•
11
13. Cooper, William M. "Adult Education pro-ams of
Hegr© Colleges,11 Journal of Hegpo Educationf
3av( Summer, 1945) ;~5OT=Iir-^^yjg^yy^--*
Organisation of "The people's College11 "by Atlan
ta University, in 1942, carried to the people
of the Negro communitys thirty-five courses|
tuition free.
14. Daniel, Mildred L. ttL. D. Milton, Banker,"
tanity, J£XV(Spring Issue, 1947), 71. (a7
Biographical sketch of the president of The
Citizens Trust Company, of Atlanta.
15. Davis, Frank M. %©gro America's First Dally,"
Megro DIg_egt_, lV(November, 1946), 85-88. (a,
Story of The Atlanta DallyWorld and its founder,
William A. Sco€t.""""""""' "~~
16. Davis, John P. ttTh©y Do Business In Atlanta* Million
Dollar Profits on a Shoe-string,11 Our World,
III (February, 1948), 11-18. (aiii;i7fl2f7H"-
Diseusslon of Atlanta's 850 Hegro-oraed business
enterprises.
• "Fashions Atlanta Look,1' our World,
yary, 1948), 36. (a,vi,A)# ———
The "new look" comes to Atlanta, the latest
style in dress for women.
18. Du Bois, W. E. B. "Opinion," Crisis, VI(July, 1913).
128. (aHAFIIIH) "~
Professor Webster of Atlanta University dis
cusses the meeting of the Southern Sociological
Congress in Atlanta, as being the most signifi
cant ©vent that has taken place in the South
since the Civil War.
19• .»_.- '.. ♦ "Education," crisis, V(April,
-TSTI317^7?P80. (a,IH,D;C2)TT— '
Reply of The Atlanta Indegen^tot to The Atlanta
12
on the question of education at the
and Industrial School.
20. Du Bols, 1. E.3., MPo atscript/1 Phylon, III(Seoond
Quarter, 1942), 238-48. (&ttll^l2) ,IV,B) .
Recollections about Atlanta University, seventy-
five years ago, by W. E. B. Du Bois.
21. _ _ . Hlho*s Who Among Atlanta University
" Graduates and Former Students,*1 Phylon, III
(Second %iarter, 1942), 163-70. T&,XXX,D,(2),
IV,A).
Selection of individuals who have once attended
Atlanta University or graduated, and have in
their lives achieved distinction or %ide use
fulness.
22. . MA Chronicle on Race Relations,"
*" ""TEylon',T~lTFlrst Huarter, 1940), 94. (a,lll,F,
>,000 raised for relief in Atlanta, share of
the Hegro in actual money very small, which
caused the Young People's Department of the white
St. Mark Methodist Church to demand a more Christ
like sharing and understanding.
23, , . tt& Chronicle on Race Relations,"
¥his TTl(First Quarter, 1942), 81. (a,III,
a)
National Council of '^eachers of English held its
convention in Atlanta, no invitation extended to
the flegro teachers of Biglish who protested.
24. ; , "First Phylon Institute, and Twenty-
TjTfTFfT1t€lanta University Conference,11 phylon,
II(Third Quarter, 1941), 275-88. (aiiyi7WA)
Analysis of the basic objectives of the phylon
Institute.
25. . ttA Chronicle of ^ace Relations."
garter, 1941), 405-4. (a,V,
13
An analysis of the "Jim Crow" habits la At
lanta as outlined in Th£AWm^Dally^^
26. • ttThe Phylon Institute/1
H~^, 1941), 146. (a,ll
The Phylon Institute inaugurated at Atlanta
University, April, 1941, to study the economic
conditions and trends of the American He0?o.
27, • WA Chronicle of Race Relations,11
l,'"ITFirst Quarter, 1940), 94. (alll
Fifth meeting of the Baptist World Alliance •
held to Atlanta; Congress adopted a resolution
to admit Hegroes without segregation.
28, . "The Cultural Missions of
Wrver a 1ty,M Phylon, III(Second
) 1lTT~T5IIID(2) H
TElahW y,Py, (
Quarter, 1942), 05-lTT~T5,II ,D,(2) , ,B).
29. . PA Chronicle of Race Relations,11
OTh Quarter ,' 1941), 304. (a,111,
improvement seen fn the housing condition for
Negroes in Atlanta, with the building of hous
ing projects by tha Federal government.
50, . *A Chronicle of Race
S 3tTMt Qt 1940|, 94., (a,l,B,
Hote on Hegro births and deaths in Atlanta,
in 1940.
51. ' . "A Chronicle on Race Relations,lt
j"?CFIQuarter, 1940), 94. (aflll,P,
A discussion of the inadequate recreational




32 • —i«--r——--^-* HA Chronicle on Race Relations.11
^SSl^rTHFst Quarter, 1940), 94. (a,m,D,fg)
An examination of the educational facilities in
the public schools of Atlanta.
33• ——-gr—r— ., ... * Wa Chronicle on Race Relations.11
^WWTSn, UV( Third Quarter, 1943), 388. (a,nf,
Lack of social planning for Negroes In Atlanta
cited, as one of the primary causes of the hirfi
venereal disease infection. ^
——_„—«-_—_,_• "The Ghetto," Crisis, IV-xi^Ho-
Attempt in Atlanta in 19IS to register and tax
its colored washerwomen.
Segregation law of Atlanta declared unoonstitu-
uxonai
S6# ~-wr™BT--r_' "Along the Color Llne,» Crisis
^^rnpzmwrrr; 1915), eee <5iS
Gift of #15,000 to Morehouse College by the
General Education Board for the erection of a
new dormitory.
Registration of Negroes to vote in Atlanta for
^9 S^L^^
XII(October,
• "Along the Color Line/ Crisis
15
(May, 1916), 63. (a,V,A).
Second Atlanta segregation Ordinance making it
unlawful for Heroes to move into city blocks
where the majority of the residents are white
and carrying a like provision against whites.
40. • flThe Uegro Common School, Georgia,"
mOCT(September, 1936), 256. (a,IH,D,
Survey of Negro schools to Georgia "by counties, .
revealing the inadequacy of facilities to meet
the needs of the county.
41. . Opinion,11 Crisis^ mx(November,
TSf21 )7""WT" ((2))
Education pointed out as the road of advance
open to reform for Negroes in Georgia.
42. . HAlong the Color Line,11 Crisis*
,239. (a,III,D,(2),F,G"n "~*
1905, Atlanta University*s presentation of its
first Shakespearean play as a contribution of
the institution to the development of the Negro.
43. ________________ • ttA Pilgrimage to Negro Schools,11
" crisis, Sffi(February, 1929), 43-44. (a,lll,
Negro colleges of Atlanta cited as falling be
hind in buildings and equipment, new blood and
new ideas are needed in faculty and student
body.
44. . "Postscript," Crisis, 5QQ£VI(June,
History of Atlanta University, plan by which it
became a graduate school, and the organization
of the Atlanta unl■varsity system.
45. , "Along the Color Line,11 CriaJLs,
"" THFVHSeptember, 1913), 221. (aV7Fn
Atlanta tried to lynch a Hegro for the alleged
16
murder of a white girlf later found that a
white degenerate had committed the crime.
46, . HA Chronicle of Race Relations,11
—— — - ^apter, 1944), 81. (a,III,
Heview of the dual school system in Atlanta
as revealed in the facts brought out in The
Atlanta Constitution, on the inadequacy of"
Ihe system.
47. «p©atecript,tt Crisis , XXXIX(May,
I9S2y B5Z ()
ito attempt toy whites of Atlanta to recall
Mayor Key because he vetoed an attempt of
white union labor to forestall th© employ
ment of Memoes on a municipal job.
48, _____________ • ltN®w H®0?o Library,M Crisis,
—~~~SffitX=]aCr^ib, 1932), 285. (a fYTT7]S7( 2)).
Dedication of the Atlanta University Library.
49. ttThe Atlanta Housing Project,11
~~*~~^5IM^^^1S)# 174-75. (a,IH,C,V,D)
First slum clearance project for Negroes of
Atlanta by the FHA as a result of a proposal
made by Atlanta university.
50. • ttMegro Editors on Communism,11
Ty 1932), 118-19. (a,m,
frank M. Davis of _The Atlanta; Daily World ©ays
that the Negpo is afraid 'of Communism because
white America has not accepted it.
51 • „ ' * "Along the Color Line,1'
l, 1910), 9. (a,V,A,D).
Rastrlcted covenant against Megpoes in Atlanta,
1910.
17
52 • ^Grime," Crisis,
itTOW^gsg, 1913), vniz p,
D,V,G,E)
December, 1912, Atlanta had a small
race riot to celebrate Christmas,
two white persons killed.
53. Dunjee, Roecoe. "The Atlanta Survey,"
The Journal of Negro Business,
i( jahuary7 1§46)1^7~Talll
()
Report given by Dr. Joseph A. Pierce
at the Atlanta University Business
Educational Conference, on the present
status of Negro business and the re
lationship current educational courses
should sustain to it*
54, » HThe Late Alonzo Eranklin
tierh&on,1*1' The Journal of Negro Busi
ness. l(june, iy^b), liFXBl fa^TTT,
7^)
Banquet given in honor of the late
jilonzo Franklin Herndon, former slave
and founder of The Atlanta Life In
surance Company.
55. Dunlap, Mollie E. "Special Collections
in the United States,*1 Journal of
Negpo Edueg^tion, IV(October,~1§BT
15g-63. 1& ,111 f D, (2)) .
Original Thomas Clarkson manuscripts,
special collection of the Atlanta
University Library.
56. Prazier, E. P. ttGraduate Education in
Negro Colleges and Universities,"
journal of Negro Education, Il(July,
K57 fi£&&7 (ji1!^))
Examination of the graduate depart
ments of Atlanta University, with spe
cific references to their adequacy
and inadequacy.
18
57. Heimsath, Charles H. '♦Vocational Dis
covery in, Atlanta," Qggortunit^y
XXV( Spring Issue, 19471y*TO7*~ta,IH$
D(2))
Symposium on vocational guidance dis
covery in Atlanta, conducted by the
creative writing class of Spelman
College.
58. Hop©, John. "Trained Men for Negro Busi
ness.11 Opportunity* IX( November.
1951), 5lS=ECrr~pC71liA(l)D(2
)VII) ,
Organisation of the graduate depart
ment of Commerce and Business Admini
stration at Atlanta University, for
the needed technical leadership in
Uegro business«
59, Hughes, Langston and Alstons J. G. "Atlanta,"
Ebony, III(January, 1948), 19-24. (a,
Discussion of the total Negpo community
of Atlanta.
60. Johnson, Charles S. "Atlanta Fights the
White Plague," Opportunity* I(May,
1923), 20-21. C57rn7F7Ci)) •
Health crusade conducted in the
schools of Atlanta against the ravages
of tuberculosis.
61. Johnson, Edward A. ttA Student at Atlanta
University," itoylon, III(Second Quar
ter, 1942), 13"g=3BT~ (a,Hl,D,(2),lV,
B).
An account of his educational career
at Atlanta university during 19th
century.
62. Johnson, John H. "Little, Little, White House,"
Ebony, III(May, 1948), 25. (a,Hl,C,
1F7TV7D).
19
FDR's favorite musician, Graham
Jackson, of Atlanta designs his home in
Atlanta as the former president's hom©
in Warm Springs, Georgia.
63. _ _ _ _ _ _ . "America's Only Negro Daily,"
" "SggoOTjffi, III( December, 1945), 67-
Analysis ofJEie_J&lgntaJ3allg.Jfe.34. in
reference to its circulation, adver
tisements, and the type of news printed.
64. Jones, Virginia L. "Wanted? 18,000 Librari
es/1 Opportunity. XXV(Pall issue,
1947), ***— "*• '
Advertisement for moe© Megro librarians
by the head of the Atlanta University
Library School, only He^?o Library
School aeeredited by the American
Library Association.
65. Lindsay, Arnett. "The Negro in Banking,"
Journal of Negro History. XIV(April,
T9W77T^=iotn--T®7nT7l,(2)). 9
Emergence of The Citizens Trust Company
of Atlanta out of numerous efforts of
Negroes in banking in Atlanta.
66. ovington, Mary W. "Revisiting the South"
Crisis, X»av(April, 1927), 42. (a,III,
htsjiit
Interracial Commission of Atlanta, or
ganized after the riot of 1906 (sic)
cited aa being one outstanding movement
for improving race relations.
67. Pace, H. H. "New Business Venture " Crisis,
VII-IX( January, 1914), 142-45. W^TTI,
A»(^)) •
Beginning of the Standard Life Insurance
Company of Atlanta, with a paid-in capi
tal of f100 ,000.
20
68, palmer, Charles P. "Housing, the South's No.
I Economic Opportunity," Social Forces,
XXV( December, 1946), 189-9TI [a,V,Dj7
Atlanta cited as an area in the South in
need of slum clearance and subsidized
housing for Negroes, to balance the
penditur© in taxes.
69. parham, Settle B. ^How th© Conservative Negro
Intellectual of the South Peels About
Racial Segregation,11 Social_ Forces,, Xiv
(October, 1935), 268-72T~Ta,lii,ff,v,A) •
70. Perry, George S. lfCapitol of DiadLe,11 Negro
it III(Dec©mb©r, 1945), 17-18.
)
Survey of the Negro ±a Atlanta, pointing
out that the enemy of the Negro in the
South is the poor-white, with whom he
competes in the labor market»
71. Reid, Ira De A. ttThree Negro Teachers,®
Phylon, 11(Second Quarter, 1941), 157-43.
T7HTD(2)IVA)
A critique on three Negro scholars who
should be included on any list of Mgoodtt
college teachers*
72. . "Persons and Places,11 phylon
fc(First quarter, 1946), 91. (a 1X71^
Atlanta University Library acquires the
Slaughter Collection, which broadens its
scope as one of the leading centers in
America for the study of Negro life and
history.
73. , and Rap©r, Arthur T. "The
""" South' Adjusts Downward,11 Phylon, I( First
barter, 1940), 6-27. (a,TU7IQl) ,(2)),
Southern socio-economic conditions as re
flected in the terrorists efforts of the
"Black Shirts" of Atlanta to Intimidate
Negroes.
21
74. . "Southern Ways,11 Survey
-^a^^7"3QDCVI(January , 1947)7~3!F4*
(a,fiI,B,V,A) .
Law in the South, chief device of racial
segregation, which is evidenced by the
many laws of Georgia enforcing segrega/
tlon against Negroes, and especially in
Atlanta.
75. Robinson, Bernard F. «The Sociology of Race
Ei©ts,« Phylon, II(Second Quarter, 1941),
162-71. ~Ta7n,D,V,E) .
Selected aspects of major race riots
given, as to number of days lasted, num
ber of persons killed or Injured, and
methods of control. Atlanta race riot
of 1906, analyzed,
76. Shivery, Louis D. wThe Neighborhood Union,11
Phylon, III (Second Quarter, 1942), 149-
Survey of the beginnings of social wel
fare movements among Megroes in Atlanta.
77. Spaulding, 0. 0, llls the Negro Meeting the
Test in Business?11 Journal of Negro
History, XVIII(January, 19&5), 66-TO".
(mA(2))
Analysis of Hegro businesses; Atlanta
Life insurance Company and The Atlanta
Daily World cited as examples of Negro
businesses meeting the test.
78. Thompson, Charles H. ttEditorial Comment,"
Journal of fegro Education, V(Apr11,
l9^d) l&6€wt (iTK)~"'
Biographical sketch of John Hope, one
time president of Atlanta University and
Morehouse College.
79. Towns, George A. wThe Sources of the Traditions
of Atlanta University,11 Phylon, lll(Seeond
Quarter, 1942), 117-34. Ta7ITl,D,(2) ,IV
A).
22
Discussion of the Individuals from whom
sprang the ideals of Atlanta University.
80• > wPhylon profile, xvis Horace
~]3umsfceacfs Atlanta University President
(1888-2907),11 Phylon, IX(Second Quarter,
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tions in Race and Color Currents in the City
of Atlanta.11 unpublished Master's thesis,
Department of Sociology, Atlanta University,
1934. (b,III,H,V,A,VI,B).
510. Rucker, Lillian E. "A Study of the Interests and
Abilities of the Membership of. Wheat Street
Baptist Church to Support a Recreation Program.5
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of So
cial Work, Atlanta University, 1942. (b,III,
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511. Saine, Matilda L. WA Comparison of the Effective
ness of Drills and Guided Free Reading as
Methods for Improving the Reading Abilities
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Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
Education, Atlanta University, 1942. (b,III,
D(2))
512. Samuels, Juanita C. "A Study of Welfare Activi
ties in the University Homes Project Atlanta,
Georgia.'1 Unpublished Master's thesis, De
partment of Social Work, Atlanta University,
1945. (b,III,F,(2)).
513. Sanford, Paul L. "The legro in the Political Re
construction of Georgia.11 Unpublished Master's
thesis, Department of History, Atlanta Univer
sity, 1947. (b,I,A,(l),III,B).
514. Sayles, Lena D. nk Study of Services Rendered by
the G@orgla Veterans League to Thirty Veterans
Seeking "On-the-job training1* during, January,
February, and March, 1946.tt Unpublished Mas
ter's thesis, Department of Social Work, At
lanta University, 1946. (b,III,F,(2)).
515. Scott, Marion V. "A Study of Eleven Adolescent
Boys Who Presented Behavior Problems to the
Management of the Alonao P. Herndon Homes,
Housing Project in Atlanta, Georgia.11 Un
published Master's thesis, Department of
Social Work, Atlanta University, 1945. (b,
C)
516. Shaw, Frances B. MA Study of the Park and Recrea
tional programs for Negro Boys and Girls from
Five to Fifteen Years of Age in the City of
Atlanta, 1946." Unpublished Master's thesis,
Department of Social Work, Atlanta University,
1947. (bHIF(2))
517. Shivery, Louie D. "The History of Organized So
cial ffork Among Atlanta Negroes, 1890-1935."
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
Social Work, Atlanta University, 1936. (b,
IIIF(2))
518. Shuler, John M. WA Study of the preparation, Ob
jectives, and Method of Foreign Language
Teachers in Twenty Negro High Schools in
Georgia.11 Unpublished Master's thesis, De
partment of Education, Atlanta University,
1947. (bIIID(2))
519. Slade, Dorothy. "Evaluation of Hegro Areas in the
City of Atlanta.11 Unpublished Master's thesis,
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Department of Social Work, 1946. Atlanta
University, 1946. (b,I,A,(2) ,B,( 1) ,(2)) .
520. Sloan, vivian L. I!A Compilation and Interpreta
tion of the Social and Recreational Heeds
of the Negro Women and Girls of Atlanta,
Georgia, with an Analysis of These Needs in
Relationship to the Y. W. G. A. Program."
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
Social Work, Atlanta University, 1945. (b,
IIIF(2)VI)
521. Smith, Blanche P. ^Community Efforts Toward the
Negro Blind and the Development of the Metro
politan Atlanta Association for the Colored
Blind.11 Unpublished Master's thesis, Depart
ment of Social Work, Atlanta University, 1945,
(bIIIp(2)VII)
522. Smith, Mildred C. The Opinions of 102 Atlanta
Negro Ministers on Birth Control.11 Unpub
lished Master's thesis, Department of Social
Work, Atlanta University, 1941. (b,ni,c).
525. Smith, Ruth D. "Relationship of Father-Son Occu
pations in Atlanta, Georgia.*1 Unpublished
Master's thesis, Department of Sociology,
Atlanta University, 1937. (b,III,A,(2) ).
524. Smith, William N • HA Comparative Study of the
Educational Achievement and Intelligence of
the Senior High School Students of Atlanta
University laboratory High School, lay 1,
1942.tt Unpublished Master's thesis, Depart
ment of Education, Atlanta University, 1943.
(bHID(2))
525. Sraythe, Hugh H. "Flaying the Numbers j A Study in
Social Behavior.11 Unpublished Master's the
sis, Department of Sociology, Atlanta Univer
sity, 1927. (b,VI,A).
526. "Social Background of Negro College Students -
Storehouse College.11 Department of Sociology
Piles, Atlanta University, 1936. (b,II,A,
VI,A).
527. "Social Background of legro College Students -
Spelman College.tt Department of Sociology
Piles, Atlanta University, 1936. (b,H,A,
VI ,A).
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528. Stafford, Martha V, flA Study of Interracial Co
operation In the Prevention and Control of
Tuberculous for Negroes In Atlanta, Georgia
from 1907 to 1941 »Tt Unpublished Master's
thesis, Department of Social Work, Atlanta
University, 1943. (b,III,P,(l) ,H).
529. Stewart, Marjorie A. WA Comparative Analytical
Study of the Black Cod© and Slave God© of
Georgia.11 Unpublished Master's thesis, De
partment of History, Atlanta University,
19S4. (b,I,A,(l)).
530. Stiles, Lucille B. "A Study of Ten Bnuretic
Children Attending a Day Nursery School in
Atlanta, Georgia, from February, 1946 to
March, 1947." Unpublished Master's thesis,
Department of Social Work, Atlanta University,
1947. (bIHD(2))
531.Stokes, Lillian P. «The Root Doctor in Atlanta."
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
Sociology, Atlanta University, 1946. (b,lll,
F(2))
532. Strange, Mary C. WA Study of Twenty-six Me^o
Cases Known to the Atlanta Tuberculosis Asso
ciation In Which Efforts Toward Rehabilita
tion Have Been Made.11 Unpublished Master's
thesis, Department of S©eial Work, Atlanta
University, 1943. (b,Hl,P,(2)).
533. "Student Earnings Study - Spelman College.11 De
partment of Sociology Files, Atlanta Univer
sity, 1934. (b,lll,A,(2)).
534. Suggs, Vera L. ttAn Analysis and Evaluation of the
Spelman-Morehou.se Reading Program for the
Year 1945-1944." Unpublished Master's thesis,
Department of Education, Atlanta University*
1945. (bIHD(2))
535.. Taplin, Dorothy G. "The Work Experience of Junior
and Senior High School Students of the Booker
T. Washington High School and the David I.
Howard Junior Hi&b School, Atlanta, Georgia,
as an In#ex to Vocational Guidance*w Unpub
lished Master's thesis, Department of Educa
tion, Atlanta University, 1944. (b,iu,D,
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536. Tatum, James M. t!A Critique of the Effectiveness
of Some Pactors Determining Needs and Ap
proaches to Community Problems as Reflected
in Theses In Conmunity Organization by Students
in the Atlanta University System from 1940 to
1945.w Unpublished Master's thesis, Depart
ment of Social Work, Atlanta University, 1946.
(bD(2)(2)V)
557. Taylor, Emma L. f'A Study of Services Rendered
Negro Veterans and Their Dependents by the
Horn© Service Department of the Atlanta Chap
ter of the American Red Cross, Atlanta,
Georgia, from January, 1945 to March, 1946."
Unpublished Master's thesis, Departraent of
Sob ial Work, Atlanta University, 1946. (b,
(2))
538. Thomas, Eva L. HThe Social and Racial Attitudes
of Uegro Children (A Study of 100 Children
Bight through Seventeen Years of Age in the
Public Schools of Atlanta and Pulton County,
Georgia) #tf Unpublished Master's thesis,
Department of Sociology, Atlanta University,
1945. (b,III,D,(2),H)«
539. Thomas, Harriet T. "Legislation as it Affected
Public Education for Negroes in Georgia."
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
Education, Atlanta University, 1935. (b,III,
D(2))
540. Thompson, Daniel 0. nTh© Rise of a Religious Cult?
the Social History of the All National Spi
ritualist Church of God, Atlanta, Georgia,H
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
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541. Thorpe, Mamie m. tt& Study of the Factors and Con
ditions Contributing to Reading Deficiencies
of the 4th, 5th, and 6th Grade Pupils of
Rookdale park School, Atlanta, Georgia.ft
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
Education, Atlanta University, 1944. (b.III,
D(g))
542. Thorpe, Naomi. "The Editorial Policy of The At
lanta Constitution on the Negr»o, 193D"=T9^0™.lt
Unpublished Master's thesis9 Department of
Sociology, Atlanta University, 1943, (b,III,
H,VI,A,B).
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543. Toatley, Bobbie L. "A Study of Thirty Children
Attending the Herndon Day Nursery 1945-1946
Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
Social Work, Atlanta University, 1946. (b,
(2))
544. Torrence, Louise E. "Social Activities of the
Negro Church in Atlanta, Georgia.w Unpub
lished Master»s thesis, Department of So
ciology, Atlanta University, 1954. (la,III,
(2))
545. Trawiek, Henrietta B. "A Comparative Study of the
Vocabularies of Ten Four-Year Old Boys and
Girls in the Nursery School of Spelman Col
lege s Atlanta, Georgia.1* Unpublished Master's
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546. Turner, Madrid B. WA Study of 100 Skilled He|p?o
Workers at Bell Aircraft Corporation end the
Problems Encountered In Adapting to a peace
Time Economy.1* Unpublished Master's thesis,
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School Graduates in Atlanta.11 Unpublished
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548. Vann, Dorothy G. WA Comparative Study of
for the Placement of Children in Foster-Homes
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County, Department of public Welfare 1937-1959
and 1942-1944.tt Unpublished Master's thesis,
Department of Social Work, Atlanta University,
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549. Vashon, Mabel S. "An Analysis of the Social Factors
Affecting the Medical Treatment of Twenty Pa
tients ia Diabetic Clinic at Hubbard Hospital,
February through June, 1941 •" Unpublished
Master's thesis, Department of Social Work,
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550. Walker, Charles H. wThe Attitude of Georgia toward
the Education of legroes, 1865-1935."' Unpub
lished Master's thesis, Department of Educa
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IIID(2))
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551. Walker, Joseph W. »A Study of the Educational Ad
justment of Fifty Hegro Veterans of World War
II in the Atlanta University Center of Atlanta,
Georgia.11 Unpublished Master's thesis, Depart
ment of Education, Atlanta University, 1946.
(bHBIIID(2))
552. Wallaee, Ernestlng if. MA Study of Negro Hursing
Services in Atlanta, Georgia.11 Unpublished
Master's thesis, Department of Social Work,
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553. Wardlow, James T. "Leisure-time Activities of
Hegro Boys in the First ¥/ard of Atlanta,
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tion of the Experimental Data of the Will-
Temperament Test Results of Sixty-seven Spel-
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555. Waters, Elva M. "The EX-residents of University
Homes, 1937-1940 »w Unpublished Master's
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556. Weekes, Ursulla E. WA Study of the Effects of Social
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at David T. Howard and E. P. Johnson Schools.*»
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D(2)F(2)) '
557. Westmoreland, Walter D. "Aspects of the History
of the Negro Trade Unionist in Atlanta, 1933-
1942." Unpublished Master's thesis, Depart
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IIIF(2))
559. Williams, Carolyn B. »A Study of the Interests and
Needs of Thirty-six 9th Grade pupils in the At-
laita University Laboratory High School and of
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Projects.11 Unpublished Master's thesis,
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563. Wilson, Dorothy E. ltA Study of Georgia's Penal
Reform Movement.11 Unpublished Master's the
sis, Department of Social Work, Atlanta uni
versity, 1945. (b,V,O).
564. Wynn, Luvenia D. "A Study of the Pood Habits of
Fifty Negro Families on the General Assistance
Rolls of the Fulton County Department of Pub
lic Welfare During One Relief period in Febru
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Master's thesis, Department of Social Work,
Atlanta University, 1940. (b,HI,C,P,(2) ,V,
B).
565. Yerwood, Mary A* MA Comparative Analysis of Posi
tive Cases of Tuberculosis Under Care at At
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Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of
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IIIF(1))
566. Young, John A* ttAn Analysis of Placements Made by
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cational Experience." Unpublished Master's
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IV. BulletinsAiMpnOjgrapha11and Reports (d)
A» See Piles of the Department of Sociology* Atlanta
University and the Atlanta University Library.
567 • AtlantaUqiY®ysityOonferenoe on the
TOflania1% A€Xan¥a~University Press, 1944.
Discussion of the problems of libraries in
Negro institutions offering graduate work,
with especial attention to the organization,
administration and service of material for
the use in graduate instruction. (d,IIX,D,
(2))
568. Atlanta ..University Bulletin* Series II, January-
~~~"""Hfe 1911TSF7TKIXr" l l i
,
,1911TSF At anta* At anta Un
versity Press, 1916. (d,IIl,D,(S)).
An account of the work of Atlanta University
graduates.
569. Brown, William H. and Robinson, A. Secondary
School Study of the Association oT*15oTIegea
ancl!seconJ5Ery~Spiyola"TQPTWejgroea^ AtTanla*
Bi'airTBu^eSTDy" Atlanta'unlveralBy" School of
Education, 1946. (dfIH,Df (2),(1) ,V,A) .
Report on the Secondary School study with
particular reference to the Southern region}
its purposes, working techniques and findings
570. Bulletin o f
1894. (d
General Bulletin on Atlanta University.
571. Bumstead, Horace. Secondary Education in the
South for Whites^ana^l^fflbes.' Publication^
of the' NaHonaT~Xsso"eIafion*™for the Advance
ment of Colored People, Ho. II. Atlanta*
Branch of National Association for the Ad
vancement of Colored People, 1910. (d.lll,
(2))
Discussion of the dual school system of At
lanta .
74
572. Gorammlty Respui^egJDdTectorgj,...j^M^19^7 . Com-
Sii FlaiiHE^CmcTrMe^ropblltaa Atlanta.
Atlanta* Gomaunity planning Council, 1947
(2) (1) (2) fVI,A).
4 directory of social agencies and social
resources in the Metropolitan community of
Atlanta for Memoes and whites.
573. Crime and the Georgia Courts -A Statistical
"""""" TSalysl'sT" prepared byH&hlTTSepartment of
HBITc~Welfare of Atlanta. Atlantaj 1924.
(d,V,C).
Statistical analysis of crim© in five counties
of G@orgia.
574. mraetoryofSftOlal and Health Agencies, pe.galb
"aha gCTJXHi Counties, .Georgia. Atlanta social
THl CIX;TtioT~f37lIIDC2)P(2))
List of all the social and health agencies
available to whites and negroes of these
counties •
575. Da Bois, W. E. B. (®d.) Motes on Nejgojgrjjne,
particularly in QeorgLa". Atlanta University
puEHc"aB.bn"¥o . IX. Atlanta j Atlanta Uni
versity Press, 1904. (d,V,C)«
Social study of Hegro crime in Georgia.
576. . . (ed.) The College Bred Negrp.
Americart7"Ktlanta University Publication
Wr" Atlantaj Atlanta University Press,
1910. (d,III,D,(2)).
Social study of the college bred Hegro, with
apecial reference to Negroes of Atlanta.
577. . prom Servitude_ to Service.
Old South Lectures on the history and work
of Southern institutions for the education
of the Hegro •
75
578 • Economic and Social Status' of_thjg_geggo in Georgia,
prepared, by the 5offiI^We~^ol^"fEe"'Studyl of the"
Economic and Social Status of the Negpo in
Georgia. Atlantag May 2, 1938. (d,III,A?
())
579. Edmondson, L. H. Georgia's Educational Oppogtuni-»
ties for He0?o Veterana on all j^evels, fidu-
cation Bulletin Ho. X, 1945. (d,HI,D,(2)).
Educational panel on ppportunlties for Negro
veterans in Education, in the state of Georgia.
580. Father-Son Occupations Among Negoej ia^
- -'""'"nSfoTEsTiPo'gpiis" Ao553HTitr^ionro7" GeorglaT"
Project No. 165. Atlanta$ 1957* (d,IlX,A,
(2)).
Analysis of the social background, age,
birthplace, and education of those who fol
low the father's occupation, snd those who
do not •
581. General Gatalqgae of Atlanta Universitys 1867-
W7Tdamsf president. Atlanta $ Atlanta Uni
versity Press, 1929. (dlD(2))
List of presidents, trustees, treasurers,
officers and instructors! ^?aduatea and re
cipients of Honorary Degrees for this period,
582. Governments of Atlajitamidl^jLton County Georgia.
*" AtJianWj puCTT^ea~^*^h¥^TIanTa~0Eam5er
Coramerc®, 1938. (dyI,Af(l) ,(2),Bf(l)f (2),
H(1)(2)F(1)VX)
Report of a complete adminiatration and
financial survey of the several departments
and activities of the City of Atlanta and
Fulton. County.
583. Harris, William T. Hi^erBdu^tion Jfor. Nefflogjg, •
(An address made~to"^Ee~^iu^M¥i^f'"XKLan5aP
University by the United States Commissioner
of Education) • Atlanta* October 29* 1895.
(d(S)
Dlscussioa of higher education for Negroes
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584. ggalthgad HospitalServices and Needs Affecting
g7
gp of~the"
Omega psi Phi Fraternity. Atlantaj November
10, 1940. (d,IH,P,(g)).
Analysis of the health problem of Hegroea
in Atlanta,
585• JgJgLHope. (Reprinted from the Spelman Messenger,
~~~T*eT>ruary,. 1936). Atlantas Atlanta University
Press, 1956. (d,m,D,(2),IV,A).
Biographical sketch of the educational career
of John, Hope •
586. Kaplan, A. D. H. Family Expenditures in Selected
Cities. Depar^n^^TiorTSBor^BuiietlfTTToT""*
"SS3~Vol. I. Washington % United States Govern,
meat Printing Office, 1941. (d,Hl,Af(2) ,C).
Study of family expenditures of Hegpoes and
whites in major cities - Atlanta included -
for housing, in relation to the total family
income •
587 • . Family^TOgnjdlturjein Three
77 . II. Wash
ington j United States Government Printing
Office, 1940. (d,lll,A,(8),0).
Analysis of the size and relative importai.ee
of expenditures for the main categories of
current living among families in Atlanta,
white and Negro •
588. ^^f
*~~*~"^^^p ^
"Code, XEmotatecfyT" 1935 and the Municipal
Oode of Atlanta, 1942. (d,V,A).
589 • jegfo Homioidea in AtIanta. Study by the Depart-
~mltvE"(>T~Soc"iblogy' at Morehouse College for
the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. Atlanta* 1936-1946, (d.
V,H).
77
.Analysis of Negro homicides in Atlanta, in
reference to the number of killings, where
killed, by whom, and for what reason.
590. Mix, Florence. Social Planning in a Southern
Community. ""XWpuDlishid, see" Files ofTD
Department of Sociology, Atlanta University).
(d)
Program of social planning for Hegroes in
Atlanta.
591. Pierce, Joseph. The Atlanta Negro. Atlanta;
American YouTih" Commission in Cooperation
with the National Administration of Georgia,
1940. (d,VI,A,B,C).
A collection, of data on the Neg^o population
of Atlanta.
592. Proposed Areas for Bxpanaion of Negro Housing in
l^^HIEar^'jgeorgla. ATSiTarniaT prepared oytiEe
Atlanta HousTng"Council, May 1947. (d,HI,
C,V,D,VII).
Discussion on the proposed expansion of
legro housing in Atlanta.
593. Reid, Ira De A. Income and Expenditures of 751
Uefflo Famili'egr3n~Atlan^a.V'''OeorglaT SiudT
oT the Department ofHS^cTology NoT II, At
lanta University. Atlanta* October, 1934.
(())
Analysis of the incomes and expenditures of
a large per cent of the Negro population of
Atlanta, to determine the incomes and ex
penditures of a selected group of Negro farai*
lies.
594. Report on Hospital care of the Negro Population
Eaa'gueT Atlanta* Atlanta Urban
League, 1947. (d,lll,P,(S)).
Discussion of the hospital care and hospital
facilities available to Negroes in Atlanta.
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595. Statement from Governorjftigji_M . Dor3 ey as to the.
Speech made to the Conference of Citizens
called to meet at Atlanta on th© alleged
mistreatment of negroes in Georgia.
596. Schneider. ppanz.
Situation in
597. Study of Public and
r55rTLg5iei ^
Be^aTbUo^niTes. Atlanta {""Atlanta o
planning Conmittee in Cooperation with the
Bureau of Government Research of the Chamber
of Commerce, 1939. (a*III,C,F,(l)).
Analysis of Vie 1 fare Agencies and their func
tions in Pulton and De Kalb Counties.
598. Training of HeffioagjfagPjgejJ^^. ^ .
""-"^DnlversTly TjB&tJM, Ho. ^HTi(d9lIItI>${2)).
A statement of the work of Atlanta University,
599. Vital Statistics, Atlanta, Georgia, 193Q-195J3.
Discussion of the vital statistics for Me







600. Richardson, Clement, (ed.) The|NationalOyclo-
P£dla__ofth0£oloredRace. Vo I .T. Horfl; -
goinSpyTTn^IbiiaTT'ublisfilh,g Co., Inc., 1919.
p. 109. (e,I,A,(2),III,D,<2)).
Bird's eye view of Atlanta University, one
of the pioneer institutions for education
of Negco youth and the first institution in





History of Gammon Theological seminary and a
"biographical of Mr. Gammon, its founder.
Vo 1
gbmeryT^fttlonaT"Pu¥HihTng Go., Inc., 1919.
pp. 126-27. (e,III,D,(2)).
History of Morehousa College, its organiza
tion and objectives.
4^^ foXTTT
gy Publishing Co ., Inc., 1919 •
p. 137. (e,lV,A).
Biographical sketch of Thomas Heath Slater,
N physician in Atlanta.
Ra'ce • V&m^ MonT-
gomeryj NatCHanuBTIinTng Co., Inc., 1919.
pp. 138-39. (e,XfA,(6),HI,D,(2)).
History of Spelman Seminary of Atlanta, on©
of th® largest schools in the country for
Negro girls.
gomeryj"1 atlonSTlpubTiaBTng Co., Inc., 1919
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pp. 354-55. (•,I,A,(2),III,D,(2)).
History of Clark College of Atlanta, founded
by the Freedmen's Aid Society in 1870 •
606 • . QfogNatlgnal^ Oyclo -
f 6Y^E~K:6 ¥7"rTVT7Xi ¥
iUo., Inc., 1919. pp. 590-
93. (®,VI,A,B).
An over-all discussion of the progress of He
roes in Atlanta - religion, education, philan
thropy, fraternities, business, amusements,
professions.
607, _ . TheNational Cyclopedia
_ _p_igj--_...^_^__gg_^___ yg-j^|- liontgomery j ~~
lationaiTmblishlng Co.s Inc., 1919. p. 1S5.
(IVA)
Profile of John Hope, one time president of
Morehouse College.
608 •
8 Vol. I. Montgomery"j
g Co., Inc., 1919, pp.
115-17. («,III,I,IV,A).
Profil® of Benjamin Jefferson Davis, founder
of The Atlanta Independent.
609. Work, Monroe N. (ed.)
^^ BobkTublishing
Co., 1917. p. 9. (e,lIl,A,(l),D,(l)).
Discussion of th© establishment of a cooking
school for Megro cooks by the Atlanta, Georgia
Woman's Ciub, trying to solve the servant
problem.
610. . Negro, Year Book - Annual
W®~^^^^^T^W^F^feeT~W^W^^I±3hing Co..
1922. p. 15. (e,III,A,(2)).
Analysis of the tasurane© business among Ne
groes, Standard Life Insurance Company of At




611. Allen, E. H. Selected Annotated Bibliogra
phy on the Health Education of the Negro."
Journal of Negro Eduoation t VI (July,
612. Barksdale, Gaynalle.
Alt it anta Uniyeraity^^
l(lhilFiI^^T3Si3TI^i6,, No. I.
Atlanta* Atlanta University Press,
1944.
615 •
ment, "to be published)'. ^^lanta Uni
versity Library Publication No. II.
Atlanta • 1948.
614. Bibliogaghj.of_We_ggo Educat_ion. Washtagtonj
"* 6WlW"6T'^3ucatloirj~UnT¥e'd States De
partment of Interior, 1940.
615. Caliver, Ambrose, et. al. "united States
Office of Education and Negro Schools,11
, LXII(May, 1955), 218-
616, Cook, P. A.. W. "Guide to the Literature ©n
STegro Education,w TeachersGollege
Recor£, ( ^^^yj-^j^y^-
617. Hill, Mozell 0. and Foreman, Paul B. The
T-Coliege, Vol. XLIV. Stillwaters
Published by Oklahoma A. and M. College,
1947.
618« Hood, Robin. nA Bibliography on Southern
Labor." Spcialjjbrces, XIII(October,
1934-May$~"W^SJ'^^S^
619. Negro in Printj A Selected List of Magazines
and Books by and about Negroes,® Sur
vey, LIIlCMarch 1, 1921), 705-7.
620. lewbold, N. C. "Common Schools for legroes
in the Souths A Bibliography,** Annals
Amerl£an_Acj:deigy_> CLXClovember, 1928),
82
621. Pier, H. L. and Spalding, M. L« %©gros A ■
Selected Bibliography,11 Monthly labor Re
view, XXII ( January, 1926y^-gjgrf$7
622. Reid, Ira Do A. Hjfflo Youth» A_SelectedMBij)-
lih ~TW~^WT~[BmY^F~^
^ 7
Contribution of the American Youth,
Commission. Washington! American Council
on Education., 1939*
625 • Select Bibliofflaphy on the Negro Amerioan, • At-
—--^^fanDEweFiTlyra*^EIIcallBn~FoTT7~ Edited




A. Listed Ohrono logically*
624. jtortgjLlty Ajmga^g l|^g^eaj|a Cj^es , Atlanta
veFsTfy'TOBTIcailoa^"" NoT"IT"' Edited by
W. S. Be Du Pols. Atlanta* (The) Atlanta
Univers Ity -press, 1896. ( g,III,F,{2)) •
Bibliography Included,
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